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Self-Interest, Automaticity, and the Psychology
of Conflict of Interest
Don A. Moore1,2 and George Loewenstein1

This paper argues that self-interest and concern for others influence behavior
through different cognitive systems. Self-interest is automatic, viscerally compelling, and often unconscious. Understanding one’s ethical and professional
obligations to others, in contrast, often involves a more thoughtful process. The
automatic nature of self-interest gives it a primal power to influence judgment
and make it difficult for people to understand its influence on their judgment, let
alone eradicate its influence. This dual-process view offers new insights into how
conflict of interest operate and it suggests some new avenues for addressing them
or limiting some of their greatest dangers.
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Conflicts of interest are at the heart of many of the recent scandals that have
shaken the U.S. economy. Conflicts of interest like those between a firm’s managers, its shareholders, and its auditors have existed for some time. Why is it that
they have recently resulted in such colossal business failures?3 A common theme in
many discussions of recent scandals is that problems have followed changes in professional mindset. In earlier times, auditors saw their task as that of a detective—to
ferret out errors and inconsistencies in the client’s accounts. For example, Arthur
Andersen, in his early days as an auditor, discovered that a large client of his was
inflating profit reports by incorrectly classifying routine expenses as capital investments. When the client demanded that Andersen provide a clean audit report,
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3 Evidence of the increase in not only the magnitude but also frequency of scandals, earnings restatements have grown dramatically in recent years. Averaging 28 per year over the 20 years between 1977
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Andersen replied he would not do so for all the money in the city of Chicago
(McRoberts, 2002). Over the years, however, the unimpeachable reputation that
Arthur Andersen worked so hard to cultivate at the firm that bore his name began to
falter. The ethics watchdogs at Andersen’s Professional Standards Group saw their
influence wane while the influence of the firm’s salesmen increased. New hires
were told that Andersen served as a business partner to its clients, seeking to help
them become successful in every aspect of their businesses. Indeed, shortly before
the collapse of the Enron Corporation, Andersen had been preparing a campaign
advertising its new “integrated audit” approach, with Enron as the example (Dugan
et al., 2002). Andersen’s “mindset” with regard to what the task of auditing was
all about, it seems, underwent a radical evolution.
What, exactly does “mindset” mean? Why should it matter? To make sense
of the concept, and understand its relevance to conflict of interest, it is useful to
map it onto a commonplace and long-standing distinction drawn by psychologists
between two different modes of information processing that characterize human
cognition. Although there are differences between specific versions of such “dual
process” perspectives, the most common dichotomy distinguishes between (a)
processes that are relatively effortless and unconscious, and, (b) processes that
are more analytical, but also more effortful. We refer to these as “automatic”
and “controlled” processes, respectively, borrowing terminology first proposed by
Schneider and Shifrin (1977). Research has shown that automatic and controlled
processes often act in concert to produce judgments and decisions, but in certain
predictable situations, they can come into conflict.
Much as dual-process models involve two different modes of thought, conflicts of interest involve two disparate motives that professionals often confront
simultaneously: professional responsibilities and personal interests. As is true for
automatic and controlled processes, these motives do not always clash; professional
responsibilities and self-interest often coincide and reinforce one another. Many of
the choices made by physicians, lawyers, and financial advisors are straightforward
because the same outcomes may be beneficial to both the client and themselves.
However, professional responsibilities and self-interest, like automatic and controlled processes, do come into conflict with one another. For example, physicians
get paid more when they provide more treatments whether or not those treatments
benefit their patients, attorneys often get paid more when their clients are involved
in more protracted conflicts, and real estate agents get paid more when their buyers
find houses quickly and pay more for them.
Our basic argument is that, when professional responsibilities clash with
self-interest, the two motives tend to be processed differently: Self-interest exerts
a more automatic influence than do professional responsibilities, which are more
likely to be invoked through controlled processing. Since automatic processing
tends to occur outside of conscious awareness, its influence on judgment and decision making is difficult to eliminate or completely correct. The consequence
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Table I. Characteristics of Automatic and Controlled Mental Processes
Automatic processes

Controlled processes

Fast (due to parallel processing)
Effortless
Involuntary
Inscrutable (not accessible to introspection)

Slow (due to serial processing)
Effortful
Voluntary
Accessible to introspection

of this differential processing is that self-interest often prevails, even when decision makers consciously attempt to comply with the ethical mandates of their
profession.
In what follows, we begin with a brief introduction to dual-process research.
Then we attempt to substantiate our claim that self-interest and professional responsibilities are processed differently. Finally, we show that taking account of
these two disparate modes of information processing can help to inform our understanding of how people deal with conflicts of interest and the policies that are
likely to be effective in dealing with them.
DUAL-PROCESS MODELS
Although specific dual-process models differ not only in labels,4 but also
in substance, they share important commonalities. A synthesis of dichotomies
proposed by different researchers would result in a categorization of characteristics
like that in Table I.
Automatic processes are epitomized by the neural processing of vision, which
embodies all of the features listed in the left column of Table I. Vision involves
numerous parallel processes—e.g., edge and pattern recognition and retrieval of
information from memory. Vision is also largely unaccompanied by any feeling
of subjective effort, and does not detract from other similar processes (e.g., it is
equally easy to speak with one’s eyes open or shut, and likewise equally easy to
see when one is or is not talking). Vision is also involuntary; except by blocking
one’s visual field, it is impossible to choose not to see. The cognitive processes
that give rise to vision are also almost totally inscrutable. Most people, if asked to
explain how it is that they can “see” whatever is in their visual field, would have
a great deal of trouble answering the question. For example, people are generally
not able to offer articulate insight into how their brains solve visual problems such
as depth perception or face recognition.
4 For

example, Schneider and Shiffrin (1977) distinguish between automatic and controlled processes,
Chaiken and coauthors (see Chaiken and Trope, 1999; Chen, Shechter, and Chaiken, 1996) between
systematic and heuristic systems, Epstein (1990) between rational and experiential systems, and
Lieberman et al. (2002) draw similar distinctions.
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Controlled processing seems to be largely centered in a relatively small region of the brain, the prefrontal cortex, that is more developed in humans than
in other animals. Controlled processing is epitomized by the types of systematic cost–benefit analyses that decision theorists often erroneously assume to be
the core process of decision making. Controlled processes are slow because they
are characterized by step-by-step symbol-manipulation. They are often associated
with a subjective feeling of effort, and they can produce fatigue over time. These
processes are voluntary in the sense that they can be induced deliberately and, to
an extent, they can be deliberately curtailed. While introspective access is by no
means perfect, we do have a much greater ability to introspect about controlled
processes than about automatic processes—e.g., we can often articulate the various costs and benefits that went into a deliberate decision, as opposed to automatic
judgments.

AFFECT AND AUTOMATICITY
When it comes to decision making, an additional, albeit somewhat less sharp,
distinction is that between immediate affect and anticipated affect regarding decision outcomes (Loewenstein et al., 2001; Loewenstein and Lerner, 2002). Automatic processes tend to invoke immediate affect, whereas controlled processes
tend to deal with anticipated affect. For example, when choosing between restaurants, one may have an immediate affective response to the thought of Chinese
food, but one might also deliberately attempt to predict how much one will enjoy
eating Chinese food. This anticipated affect would entail thoughtful prediction of
one’s response to the food.
As the restaurant example suggests, automatic and controlled processes, and
immediate and expected affect, often work in concert to produce judgments and
decisions. If you like Chinese food, your immediate and anticipated affective
responses will both be positive. However, automatic judgments and immediate
affect can come into conflict with controlled judgments and anticipated affect,
and when they do, automatic processing and immediate affect often prevail. As
Rita Carter writes in Mapping the Mind, “where [conscious] thought conflicts with
emotions, the latter is designed by the neural circuitry in our brains to win.”
In one stylized demonstration of such divergence, and of the dominance of
automatic, emotional, processing, Denes-Raj and Epstein (1994) gave experimental subjects a choice between betting on drawing a red jellybean out of one jar that
contained 7 red jellybeans out of 100 and another that contained 1 red jellybean out
of 10. Although they reported that they “knew” that the objective probability was
higher in the second jar, they nevertheless were more likely to bet on the first jar.
Denes-Raj and Epstein posited that the controlled system, which they called the
“rational” system, conformed to the rules of probability while the more automatic,
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“experiential” system was swayed by the raw number of red beans in the first jar.
Automatic processes tends to dominate, in part because they tend to be “first on
the scene,” with controlled processes acting as an override. LeDoux (1996), for
example, has shown that there are direct neural projections from sensory organs
to the amygdala—a unit of the brain that is closely connected to the processing
of fear—that do not go through the cortex. This finding is important because it
demonstrates that it is possible to have an immediate emotional reaction to, for
example, a noise, before one can even identify what the noise is.
Controlled processes can override automatic processes; indeed this is probably their main function. However, controlled processes are severely constrained,
in part due to their serial nature, so their ability to override automatic processes is
commensurately limited. Studies show that when mental capacity is constrained
because people are under cognitive load, it is harder for them to engage in reflection and correction of automatic judgments (Gilbert et al., 1988a,b; Gilbert, Krull,
and Malone, 1990). Similar effects have also been shown for decision making,
including situations involving self-control. For example, in research reported in a
paper titled “Heart and Mind in Conflict: The Interplay of Affect and Cognition,”
Shiv and Fedorikhin (1999) had subjects memorize either a two-digit number or a
seven-digit number and then walk from one room to another. On the way they were
asked to stop at a station where they were presented with a choice between a piece
of cake or a bowl of fruit salad. Subjects in the low load (two-digit) condition were
much more likely to choose the fruit salad than those in the high load (seven-digit)
condition. Those under high cognitive load, it seems, could not muster the mental
resources necessary to override the initial automatic impulse.
The dominance of automatic processes stems not only from their tendency to
be first on the scene, but also from the powerful influence they exert on controlled
processes (Bargh, 1989; Epstein, 1994; Epstein et al., 1992). Research on information processing has identified a number of ways in which automatic judgments
and immediate affect can influence controlled processing. First, one’s immediate
affective state has a powerful effect on information retrieval from memory. Studies of “mood-dependent memory” (Bower, 1981) show that sad people tend to
retrieve more sad memories, whereas happy people tend to retrieve more happy
memories. Second, information inconsistent with automatic judgments tends to be
subject to an additional level of scrutiny and is therefore less likely to be accepted
as true. Research on confirmatory information processing shows that people assimilate new information through the perceptual lens of their existing beliefs, in
many cases bending facts to fit beliefs rather than vice versa (Kunda, 1990; Most
et al., 2001). Likewise, research on motivational biases demonstrates that desires
can powerfully distort information processing. As expressed by Gilovich (1991),
when people want to believe something, they adopt the implicit attitude “Can I
believe it?” whereas when they do not want to believe it their attitude is “Must I
believe it?”
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In sum, contrary to the common view both among lay people and social
scientists that decisions are made by weighing costs and benefits, the reality is that
many decisions are made on the basis of impulse and intuition. This is not to say
that conscious deliberation is not important—it is. However, it is often relegated
to the role of rationalizing and justifying decisions that have been made for other
reasons. Recent research on automatic goal activation has shown that goals can
be activated, pursued, and fulfilled without people being consciously aware of the
goal at all (Bargh et al., 2001; Bargh and Chartrand, 1999; Chartrand and Bargh,
1996). And Haidt (2001) has shown that, while people tend to think that their
moral judgments are backed by some kind of logic, most moral judgments in fact
result from “quick, automatic, evaluations,” with explicit moral reasoning playing
a largely secondary role.
DETERMINANTS OF AUTOMATIC AND
CONTROLLED PROCESSING
The research just reviewed shows that information processed automatically
is likely to take precedence over information processed in a controlled fashion.
What, then, determines what type of processing will be applied to a particular task
or decision?
Perhaps the most basic regularity is that controlled processing tends to be
evoked when we encounter new tasks or unexpected information. The novelty or
unfamiliarity of a task serves as a cue that our established routines may not work
and that more explicit analysis could be helpful. Because controlled processing
is constrained, the brain is constantly attempting to shift tasks from controlled to
automatic processing. The first time you ride a bike, dance Salsa, or play chess,
you will tend to engage the task with controlled processes. However, as you gain
familiarity, you will tend to automate the underlying processes, shifting processing
from the prefrontal cortex to the motor cortex, the visual cortex, and other automatic systems (Gobet and Simon, 1996). Other research (e.g., Hastie, 1984) has
shown that violated expectations lead to an explicit search for an explanation—i.e.,
interrupt automatic processing. The flip side of the same coin is that rehearsal—
executing the same mental or physical task repeatedly—tends to lead to automatic
processing.
A second regularity, already touched upon in the previous section, is that any
factors that limit cognitive capacity will tend to favor automatic processing. When
people are cognitively busy, they are less able to override automatic reactions. As
a result, their automatic responses are more likely to be expressed, even if they
are undesirable or inappropriate. For example, busy people are more likely to use
negative group stereotypes to judge others. In one study (van Knippenberg et al.,
1999), participants read about a crime suspect who either came from a negatively
stereotyped group or not. When they were not placed under cognitive load, the
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suspect’s Hispanic name did not influence their beliefs about his guilt. However,
when they were under cognitive load, suspects named Juan Gutierrez were seen
as more likely to be guilty than suspects named John Garner.
DUAL-PROCESS MODELS AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Our central contention is that, in many instances of conflict of interest, selfinterest tends to operate via automatic processes whereas ethical and professional
responsibilities operate via controlled processes. We do not believe that this is true
for all conflicts of interest, or for all people at all points in time, but that a variety of
factors have combined to make this particularly true for many conflicts of interest
that currently exist in the United States as well as other capitalist countries.
Evolving Attitudes Toward Self-Interest
For obvious evolutionary reasons, self-interest tends to be naturally advantaged, in the sense of being processed automatically. The ease with which selfinterest is activated bespeaks the automaticity of the pursuit of self-interest. Nominal and symbolic affiliation with a group is enough to lead people to strenuous
advocacy on behalf of, and selective partisan perception with respect to, the group
(Cialdini et al., 1976; Hastorf and Cantril, 1954). Role-playing scenarios in which
people have no financial incentives elicit egocentrically biased assessments of
fairness (Babcock et al., 1995; Thompson and Loewenstein, 1992).
A number of historical developments may have contributed to the validation
of the goal of self-interest. The first is the progressive embracing, in our society,
of self-interest as a worthy goal. The ascendancy of rational choice perspectives in
the social sciences is consistent with this perspective. In a classic case of confusing
“is” with “ought,” the pervasive idea that people do maximize self-interest has been
used to motivate and provide justification for the idea that they should behave in a
self-interested fashion (Frank et al., 1993). From books that trumpet the benefits
of personal fulfillment (Robbins, 1986) to songs that see loving oneself as “the
greatest love of all” (Houston, 2000), self-interest is no longer lumped together
with greed as a deadly sin, but is now seen as one of the highest callings of human
existence. Numerous social commentators have noted the evolution from John F.
Kennedy’s instruct to “Ask not what your country can do for you—ask what you
can do for your country” to Ronald Reagan’s question, “Are you better off than
you were four years ago?” Evolutionary theorists and even social psychologists
have also contributed to the current ethos. When Milgram (1974) conducted his
research documenting people’s willingness to administer severe electric shocks at
the behest of an experimenter, most people he queried could not believe that they
themselves would have behaved in this fashion. Decades later, students raised on
Milgram’s obedience studies and Zimbardo’s Stanford prison experiment (Haney
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et al., 1973) are more likely to accept the lesson that ordinary people can commit
unethical acts when the situation leads them to do so. One wonders whether, as
a result of this insight, they may feel fewer reservations about behaving in such
a fashion themselves. While there are certain benefits of holding a realistic view
of human nature, a confusion is with ought can cause such cynicism to be selffulfilling.
If we look at the professions in which conflicts of interest occur, an even more
extreme cynicism seems to have taken hold. For example, during the recent stock
market boom, stock analysts were found to have issued “buy” recommendations to
investors when they were selling the stock themselves. Their own accounts of their
behavior, as evidenced in their e-mail messages to colleagues, reveal a shocking
level of cynicism. Auditors, whom the law charges with a “complete fidelity to
the public trust” and “transcending any employment relationship with the client”
(Burger, 1984) were found to have helped clients commit accounting fraud. Even
physicians, who remain among the most respected professionals in our society,
have acquiesced, for the sake of paid dinners and vacations, to the degradation
of their profession by pharmaceutical companies and equipment suppliers (Dana
and Loewenstein, 2003). The broad-based acceptance of self-interest undermines
norms of professionalism. The broader the acceptance for self-interested behavior,
the easier it is for the mind to automate it and the less one has to think about it or
even be aware of it.
Slippery Slopes and Escalation of Commitment
We believe that few professionals begin their careers hoping to indulge in
conflicts of interest that allow them to become rich at the expense of their patients, clients, and customers. Instead, ethical lapses are more likely to begin as
small decisions where professional principles are ambiguous. Over time, people
become more comfortable pushing the boundaries of professional propriety, and
they also find themselves having to continue previous courses of action in order to
avoid admitting that their earlier actions were improper. In the words of one audit
professional, in testimony before the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
“Companies don’t start off saying we’re going to commit accounting fraud, let’s
go do it. They start off because of a pressure, usually in the quarterly earnings
estimates, and so they . . . do a few little tweaks here and there that they don’t think
is really wrong. Then when they have the next quarter, they have to build on that
and the next quarter and the next quarter and before they know it, they are in over
their heads” (Grant, 2000). Acceptance of unethical behavior can increase with
time, much as people are prone to escalate their commitment to previously chosen
courses of action (Glover, 2000; Lifton, 2000; Loewenstein, 1996; Staw, 1976;
Staw and Ross, 1989).
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As with other habitual behaviors, repetition and rehearsal increase the ability of the mind to automate the task. The more the task is repeated, the easier it
becomes to do it again without having to think much about it. Furthermore, such
actions can have powerful influences on how we see ourselves and how we perceive the propriety of our actions. Psychological research suggests that people’s
self-perceptions are remarkably malleable. People tend to observe their own behavior and use it to infer their own values and preferences (Bem, 1972). A classic
persuasion study on the foot-in-the-door technique illustrates this point: Freedman
and Fraser (1966) had experimenters approach homeowners in California regarding the issue of either safe driving or keeping California beautiful and request that
they either sign a petition or place a small sign in the windows of their houses. Two
weeks later, a second experimenter asked to place large and unattractive billboards
in their yards. Those who had agreed to put signs in their windows two weeks
earlier were dramatically more likely to agree to this second, much more imposing
request. Why? Evidence suggests it is because earlier compliance influenced the
participants’ self-perceptions. In Freedman and Fraser’s (1966) words: “He may
become, in his own eyes, the kind of person who does this sort of thing” (p. 201;
see also Lepper, 1973).
Characteristics of Victims
The immediacy of rewards or personal gratification from serving one’s selfinterest enhances their attraction, salience, and power. Also, the statistical or abstract nature of the victims makes it unlikely that sympathy will serve as a countervailing visceral impulse (Small and Loewenstein, 2003). For example, when
stock analysts at Morgan Stanley went on television telling people to buy stocks
they actually believed to be overvalued, they were misleading investors but helping their firms get business from those clients. The investors who might be hurt
by taking the bad advice were an unknown set of potential victims. Research has
shown both that people are more likely to help and less willing to hurt specific
individuals whom they know than individuals who are unknown and probabilistic
(Latane, 1981; Small and Loewenstein, 2003). When auditors consider the possibility of issuing a negative audit report, they are well aware of exactly who it
will hurt: the employees and managers at the client firm. The beneficiaries of such
honesty are the firm’s actual or potential investors, and large and diffuse group,
largely unknown to the auditors. But victims of conflicts of interest are not always
unknown to professionals. Practicing physicians have more contact with patients
than do hospital administrators. When administrators decide to implement a policy
that will result in some unnecessary treatments, it is likely to be easier for them to
stick by the policy than for the doctors who find themselves prescribing surgeries
of questionable benefit to their patients.
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Policy Implications
Some policy-makers and academics have argued that self-interest will always
be the primary motivation and that the way to deal with problems of conflict of interest is to impose large fines and severe punishments for violations of professional
obligations so as to increase self-interested motivations to behave ethically. These
sorts of punitive approaches are reflected in legal responses to problems of conflict
of interest, such as the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002, which increased the potential
punishments for those who commit accounting fraud. Such arguments serve to
point out that conflicts of interest can be ameliorated by lining up incentives so
that they reward desirable behavior—i.e., by eliminating them.
However, there are two problems with legal sanctions as a cure for conflicts
of interest. The first is that it is often difficult to obtain accurate measures of behavioral compliance. For example, professors face a conflict of interest in reporting
research results. On the one hand, professionalism dictates that they report their
results honestly and accurately. On the other hand, tremendous professional rewards go to those with excellent research results. While it is clear that there are
negative career consequences for those who are found to have falsified their data, it
is unrealistic to think that we will ever be able to detect all those who take liberties
reporting the results of their research. Likewise, most auditing fraud is likely to go
undetected, and most physicians who overprescribe treatments to their patients will
never face negative consequences for doing so. Given the impossibility of implementing effective detection systems, establishing legal penalties powerful enough
to counterbalance the potential rewards of unethical behavior is impractical.
The other problem with probabilistic punishment has to do with the differing
psychological impacts of immediate-certain and distant-uncertain events. Events
known to be certain and near at hand tend to be more psychologically immediate
and hence more motivating (Frederick et al., 2002). The rewards of unethical
behavior are often immediate and clear, whereas the potential costs depend on being
caught, prosecuted, and punished. Research on the effectiveness of punishment as
a deterrent to crime shows, consistent with the basic principles of learning, that
its deterrent power is severely constrained by its distant and probabilistic nature
(McFatter, 1982). Because it is neither swift nor certain, criminal punishment
often lacks the psychological vividness and motivational strength that is required
to counteract the immediate rewards associated with indulging one’s conflicts of
interest.
On the other hand, there are reasons to expect that deterrence might be effective if implemented properly. One way in which rule-based deterrence can work is
by proscribing certain behaviors and putting them outside the bounds of propriety.
Although there are times and places where stopping at a stop sign is unnecessary
because there is no one else on the road (including police), people tend to stop anyway because the law tells them to do so. This desired result can backfire, however,
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and the threat of punishment can actually increase the prevalence of the undesired
behavior if people view the penalty as simply an economic cost to be born in exchange for the known reward. Thus, for example, Gneezy and Rustichini (2000)
found (in a paper aptly titled “A fine is a price”) that, when a fine for picking up
children after the closing hour was introduced at a day care center, late pickups
actually increased (c.f., Tenbrunsel and Messick, 1999). This suggests that, for
legal sanctions to be most effective, they must be implemented in a way that their
consequences are severe and accompanied by an implicit moral judgment. It also
suggests that rewards may be used to help highlight exemplary behavior and to
strengthen the professional ethic, even if those rewards are primarily symbolic,
such as certificates, trophies, or awards.

DISCUSSION
Conflicts of interest have received remarkably little attention from social and
behavioral scientists. Such conflicts are a logical focus for economic analysis. Yet
there has been very little economic research on conflicts of interest, perhaps because
economics typically assumes self-interest, which rules out the very professional
and ethical motives that lead to the conflict in the first place. Some research in
areas such as accounting, corporate finance, or medicine, have sought to measure
the magnitude of the biases and inefficiencies caused by conflicts of interest, but
even in these areas there has been little basic research addressing the psychological
processes that cause people to succumb to, or resist succumbing to, conflicts of
interest.
The role played by cognitive factors has been largely ignored in the academic
literature on conflict of interest, which has been dominated by academics who
adhere, more or less closely, to a rational choice perspective. As we have argued
elsewhere (Bazerman et al., 2002), succumbing to a conflict of interest—putting
one’s own interests above professional responsibilities—has been viewed, in the
media, by the public, and by academics, as a matter of deliberate corruption. The
evidence reviewed here, however, is consistent with the conclusion from our earlier
research that the violations of professionalism induced by conflicts of interest
often occur automatically and without conscious awareness (see also Bargh et al.,
2001).
Deterrence of misbehavior using the threat of legal punishments is a clumsy
public policy tool for achieving the goal of strengthening professional norms.
If our goal is to sustain moral behavior, legal penalties will never be sufficient
to compel people to comply with building codes, eradicate political corruption,
respect queues, pay taxes, avoid littering, or avoid cheating on tests. For the ethical
principles that undergird economic and social cooperation to survive, people must
internalize social values.
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While we have been critical of American culture as self-interested and individualistic, many of the social norms surrounding ethical behavior and compliance
with rules are stronger in the United States than in many other cultures. Further
cultivating this mindset, particularly among professionals, is one key to blunting
the potentially destructive power of conflicts of interest. Inculcating these values
into professional training may be the way to obtain the automaticity that is the key
to the solution.
While we know relatively little about how to instill norms or about how
long such a process is likely to take, the experience of recent decades has given
us a wealth of insights into how rapidly prosocial professional norms can be
undermined. Clearly, eliminating conflicts of interest wherever possible should be
the first line of defense. Accountants should not be permitted to provide consulting
services to the companies they audit. Doctors should not be permitted to accept gifts
from pharmaceutical companies. And financial analysts should not be providing
buy/sell recommendations about companies whose business their firms are trying
to court. Reducing the incentives for bias will go a long way toward decelerating the
slide down the slippery slope of dissenting professional norms. But changing these
incentives is unlikely to solve the problem by itself. We need a change in societal
mindset from an embracing of self-interest to a greater concern for the social good;
from an automatic consideration of whether we are better off than we were four
years ago to a consideration of the kind of society we are creating for our children.
CLOSING COMMENT
On May 24th, 2001, the dance floor of the Versailles wedding hall in Jerusalem
collapsed during a wedding, killing 24 wedding guests and injuring hundreds. Investigations into the calamity revealed a number of building construction code
violations at the wedding hall, made possible by a broader culture of sloppiness,
cheating, and corruption. Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, who called the incident a national tragedy, blamed a cultural mind-set in which Israelis try to get away
with as much as they can and look upon those who conscientiously follow rules as
suckers. In his comments before the Israeli parliament, he referred to Israelis who
return from abroad and deride Americans and Europeans for respectfully waiting
in line and obeying the law. “They look on these citizens as suckers,” Sharon said.
“They are not the suckers. We are the suckers” (as quoted in Sontag, 2001). Recent
trends, if not halted, threaten to make suckers of us all.
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